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Introduction  
Welcome to Adventure with Alef! Thank you for joining our journey to teach Jewish children the Alef Bet 
in an innovative, creative, and exciting way. We are sure it will enhance the learning in your school and 
bring a lot of excitement to your classes.  
 
The goal of the program is twofold: To give children a joy and love for learning the Alef Bet through the 
relatable Mitzvah adventures of the letters; and to ensure students both young and old remember the 
letters the first time they learn them.  
 

To maximize the potential Adventure with Alef can have in your school, it is important that 
the director and the teachers read this full guide. 
 
Whilst we advise you on teaching methods and provide you with resources to enhance the program, it is 
also flexible and you may come up with other creative ways to use it in your classroom. 
 
This guide provides you with instructions on how to use Adventure with Alef in your school. A separate 
lesson plan file is available for download on the online school portal. 
 
It is a good idea to educate parents about Adventure with Alef, so that when students come home with 
their cards, parents will be able to be involved in the learning process with them, and help them practice 
the letters.  
 
We are sure that your students will take great pride in their Alef Bet card collection, and will eagerly 
await to receive the new card each week!  
 
An Adventure with Alef keychain is included in each box of letters. You may choose how to use it in your 
school, and a couple of options are detailed further in this guide.  
 

 

Products  

The Adventure with Alef products available are: 

• Adventure with Alef Cards  
• Adventure with Alef Display book 

            Order these from www.shluchimservices.com  
• Workbook / Scrapbook 
• Lesson plans and supplementary items 

            Available from www.adventurewithalef.com/schools                                             Next page... 

http://www.shluchimservices.com/
http://www.adventurewithalef.com/schools
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The first week  
Here are some pointers to use when introducing Adventure with Alef to your students to excite them 
about the program:  

1. This year, we are going on an adventure with the Alef Bet to learn all the Hebrew letters! 
2. Each of you will receive your very own pack of cards to help keep track of our adventures and 

remember the letters we have learnt.  
3. Excitedly present each student with their Adventure with Alef box. 
4. Let the students know that it is important to bring the box of cards to school each week so you 

can add the new one to your collection. Encourage them to play with them at home too!  
a. Some schools may not want to send the boxes home each week as they may worry that 

they’ll get lost and would rather send them home at the end of the year. The 
disadvantage of this, is that students can’t show them to their family each week; and 
can’t practice the letters using them at home. If you still do choose to keep the boxes at 
school, you can send home the activity page from the workbook file instead to show 
what was learnt that week, and students can use the app to practice the letters at 
home. 

5. The adventure with Alef keychain can either be given out on the first day of school, or at the end 
of the year as a “medal” for completing the program and learning all the letters. Giving it out at 
the start of the year can add to the excitement of learning, and students can attach it to their 
backpacks or school bags and show it off to family and friends. It also serves as a great 
advertisement for your school!  

 

Teaching a new letter 

When introducing a new letter, generate excitement in your classroom by announcing that “today we 
are going on an adventure with _______ (e.g Gimmel!)” Hold up a plain letter and ask the students what 
they think this letter’s adventure might be; what the letter looks like; what hobby they think it might 
enjoy based on its shape and form.  

Get the class to put on their adventurer’s hats to get ready! (We suggest making adventure with Alef 
plastic helmets with the Adventure with Alef logo supplied in the teacher’s resources. They can wear the 
hats each time they are introduced to a new letter.) 

Now show the students the letter from the Adventure with Alef display book, and see if anyone was 
correct in guessing what the letter’s adventure is. Don’t give out the cards just yet!  

 

Next page… 
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Story 

Each letter has its own unique story that will help students to remember it, the stories can be found in 
the lesson plan that is available through on the school online portal. 

Using the large display book, show the students the letter and tell over the letter’s story. The stories are 
condensed and include all the memory aids needed. Teachers should expound on them in their own 
creative way by bringing more detail and telling over the story in their own words with great expression 
and enthusiasm.  

Smaller classes can let the story flow into a discussion about the letter, by getting the children’s 
imagination involved in its adventure. For larger classes, it might be harder to facilitate the discussion 
without getting sidetracked.  

The stories and adventures are based on mnemonics that help ensure students remember the letters. 
The letters should be referred to by name, not by sound as letters without nekudot (vowels) don’t make 
a sound. Therefore, it isn’t written as such in the program: eg. “gimmel makes a …  sound”. All the 
stories incorporate mitzvot, and only kosher animals are used. 

Activities  

In addition to each letter’s story, the teacher's guide also includes fun activities and crafts that will add 
another layer of helping the students remember the letters. 

Workbook 

The workbooks are professionally designed with activities for each letter based on the letters 
mnemonic. The workbook also includes reading and writing practice.   

Scrapbook 

There is a designated scrapbooking page in the workbook file. The lesson plan includes scrapbooking 
ideas for the classes that enjoy scrapbooking.  

Because the workbook and scrapbook are digital files as opposed to a printed book, you can choose to 
use them how you wish. 

Below is our suggestion, however you may find another way will suit your school and students better 
(E.g. Printing booklet in its entirety).  

• Scrapbook book - Print out the scrapbook pages separately so that each sheet is placed into a 
clear pocket binder. Students work on a page each week compiling a full scrapbook at the end of 
the year that they can take home. 

• Read, write and activity page - Print out the read, write and activity pages each week that 
students work on during class and take home each week to show their work to the parents. If 
teachers run out of time students can take that page home to do as homework. 

Next page… 
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The cards 

The Adventure with Alef cards are the most exciting part of the program. Students eagerly await for 
them, and add the cards to the rest of their collection each week. They can play with them and use to 
practice their letters both at school and at home.  

Hand out the cards after learning the new letter. Allow them to check them out and play with them 
before they place them in their box together with their other cards. You can play any flashcard game 
with these cards as a class, such as - around the world; everyone hold up the letter ___; etc.  

Students should take the box and cards collected so far home each week and should be encouraged to 
use them at home. You will see that students will take great pride in their collection and will be excited 
to show them to their family and friends. 

Cards for the first week 

During the first week, you will hand out the first three cards to the students. They are: the top 
information card, the Alef Card and an instruction card for the parents, educating them about the cards 
and how they can use them with their child at home. (This last card can be downloaded from the online 
school portal and be printed and sent home with the students on their first day.) 

Setting up the cards at the start of the year 

At the start of the year, teachers should empty the cards from each box and place an elastic band 
around each pile with the student’s name on it, to help keep track which student have or have not 
receive their card incase a student is absent one week.  

 

 

Next page… 
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Home resources  
The biggest challenge is getting students to practice their letters at home that will further help them 
remember the letters from week to week.  

Adventure with Alef will make home practice a fun and exciting experience that students will eagerly do. 

There are 2 methods to encourage revision and learning at home: 

1. Students should take the cards home, show them off to family and friends and practice the 
letters with them using the flip side of the cards. 
The stories behind each card is also available online if parents want to read them with their child 
while playing with them. Site for stories for parents www.adventurewithalef.com/stories  

2. Downloading the Adventure with Alef App to use at home. 

The App 

The Adventure with Alef App is a premium 5 star app that is on par with any other top educational app 
in the app store. The graphics are bright and exciting and students will love practicing their letters on it 
as all the letters will look familiar to them from their Hebrew School lessons. The app can send students’ 
game results to the teacher, which will be an extra incentive for them to use it. 

Teachers resources 
At www.adventurewithalef.com/schools there is an array of teacher resources available for download -
including end of year certificates, assessment sheets and more.   

Marketing and sponsorship 
To help you cover the costs of this program, we can design the Adventure with Alef logo incorporating 
your Hebrew School name and program sponsor (i.e.. Adventure with Alef logo, small underneath - 
“Dedicated in loving memory of ……”). This design can be used on your website or added to other 
marketing materials.  

On offer is also a variety of marketing material you can use to educate your community about this 
exciting new program, including web designs, Facebook ads, emails, and print marketing publications. 

Your own website 

You can also have your own branding and domain Adventure with Alef website. To see an example, visit 
www.adventurewithalef.com/chabadofyourtown.  The website will include each letter’s story, links to 
your Hebrew school website and more. 

Facebook group 

There is a designated Facebook group for directors and teachers using the Adventure with Alef program 
which will be a forum to ask questions and share ideas for the program. To be added to the group go to 
www.facebook.com/groups/adventurewithalefschools  

If you have any questions or need assistance please email info@adventurewithalef.com 

http://www.adventurewithalef.com/stories
http://www.adventurewithalef.com/schools
http://www.adventurewithalef.com/chabadofyourtown
http://www.facebook.com/groups/adventurewithalefschools
mailto:info@adventurewithalef.com

